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Abstract
The Bruen chains of PG(3; q) for q = 9, 25 and 27 are described. They were found by a
computer search. In the case q = 49 no chains have been found yet. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A Bruen chain is a set C=fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng of reguli of a regular spread S of PG(3; q)
satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) jRi \ Rjj= 2 for any two reguli Ri and Rj of C.
(ii) Ri \ Rj \ Rk = ; for any three reguli Ri, Rj and Rk of C.
(iii) Any line l of S is contained in either none of the reguli of C or in exactly two
of the reguli.
As any regula of S contains q+1 lines an immediate consequence of the denition
is that the number of reguli of C must be (q+ 3)=2.
Bruen chains were originally used to construct new translation planes, see [2]. Several
authors have tried to construct Bruen chains, see e.g. [5]. Chains were found in the
cases q = 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; 19; 23; 31 and 37, see [5,6]. Vito Abatangelo found a Bruen
chain in the case q= 9 [1].
We have used a computer to search for Bruen chains in the cases q= 9; 25; 27 and
49. In the cases q=9; 25 and 27 the search was complete and we found some chains,
see Section 3. In the case q= 49 no chain has been found yet.
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2. Preliminaries
For basic geometric facts, see e.g. [3].
Let  be a primitive element of GF(q2) and let H denote the multiplicative group
H = fq−1; 2(q−1); : : : ; (q+1)(q−1) = 1g. According to the results of [4,5] it is enough
to consider a set of reguli that we may describe as sets
R= a+ bH = fa+ bh j h 2 Hg; (1)
where a 2 GF(q2), b= t(q+1), 06t < (q− 1)=2.
For any two such reguli Ri=ai+biH and Rj=aj+bjH we dene functions s(Ri; Rj)
and t(Ri; Rj) from C  C to GF(q) by
s(Ri; Rj) = (ai − aj)q+1 − (bi − bj)2; (2)
t(Ri; Rj) = (ai − aj)q+1 − (bi + bj)2: (3)
We also dene a function p(Ri; Rj) from C  C to the set f1;−1; 0g by
p(Ri; Rj) =
8<
:
1 if − s(Ri; Rj)bibj is a non-zero square of GF(q);
−1 if − s(Ri; Rj)bibj is a square of GF(q);
0 otherwise:
It was proved in [5] that C = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng is a Bruen chain if and only if it
is possible to dene a function par(Ri) from C to f1;−1g in such a way that the
following three conditions are satised:
(i) s(Ri; Rj)t(Ri; Rj) is a non-square of GF(q) for any two reguli Ri and Rj of C.
(ii) n= (q+ 3)=2.
(iii) par(Ri) = p(Ri; Rj)par(Rj) for any two reguli Ri and Rj of C.
One advantage of these three conditions is that they are very easy to implement on
a computer. To search for Bruen chains we used the following kind of algorithm.
The algorithm starts by choosing the regula R1=H as the rst regula of the chain C.
We let par(R1) = 1.
In the next step we select candidates for the remaining reguli of the chain. This is
done by checking all reguli a+bH against condition (i) with Ri=H and Rj=a+bH: The
accepted candidates Rj are placed in a le f1 and given the value par(Rj)=p(R1; Rj).
In the second step we choose one regula of f1 as the second element R2 of C. The
remaining reguli of f1 are then checked against R2 and conditions (i) and (iii). The
accepted ones are placed in a le f2.
The algorithm continues in the same manner. Backtracking were used to get a
complete search.
3. Results
We run the algorithm on a SPARCstation 5 using C. In the case q = 9 there
were two non-equivalent chains: (For the denition of equivalence, see [5]. Notation:
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A regula R = a + bH is denoted by (k:l:par(R)) where a = k ; 06k <q2 − 1 and
b= l(q+1); 06l< (q− 1)=2. For a= 0 we use k =−1.)
C = f(−1:0:1); (1:0:− 1); (3:0:− 1); (18:0:1); (58:0:1); (65:0:− 1)g
and
C0 = f(−1:0:1); (1:0:− 1); (6:0:1); (27:0:− 1); (46:0:1); (75:0:− 1)g:
In the case q= 25 there were also two non-equivalent chains:
C = f(−1:0:1); (2:0:1); (10:0:1); (470:0:1); (519:26:1); (199:52:1); (342:130:1);
(121:156:1); (464:156:− 1); (572:156:1); (604:156:1); (81:182:1);
(205:208:− 1); (610:260:1)g
and
C0 = f(−1:0:1); (2:0:1); (13:0:− 1); (257:0:− 1); (440:26:− 1); (118:78:1);
(289:78:− 1); (91:104:1); (557:104:− 1); (592:130:− 1); (372:208:− 1);
(513:208:− 1); (278:260:− 1); (1:286:1)g:
In the case q= 27 there was only one chain:
C = f(−1:0:1); (2:0:− 1); (18:0:− 1); (200:0:− 1); (260:0:− 1); (283:28:− 1);
(377:56:− 1); (151:84:1); (420:112:− 1); (611:196:− 1); (470:224:− 1);
(644:224:1); (308:252:− 1); (58:308:− 1); (350:308:− 1)g:
4. A remark
For two randomly choosen reguli Ri and Rj the probability is less than 0:25 that
the two conditions (i) and (iii) of Section 2 are satised. It follows that the expected
number of elements in a le fk of the algorithm will be less than q3=4k . If q is very
large it is not likely that f(q−1)=2 has any element. We thus believe that there must be
a number K such that there is no Bruen chain of PG(3; q) for q>K .
As no chain has yet been found in the cases q = 41; 43; 47; 49; 53 and 61, see [6],
we believe that the existence of a Bruen chain in PG(3; q) where q = pk , p prime,
depends on how large q is and not on the prime p.
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